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Human Rights is a Religion

A detail of a karyatid from Eleusis. These were the capitols of huge pillars for the Temple. 
Photo from the Rosicrucian Archives.

She wears the blackness of her robe long and flowing, possessing the Elixir in Holy 
of  Holies, she is the Old One, rated as a pupil of  Hermes, Thrice the Great, or perhaps 
even His daughter, as Above so Below, One must go down before they go up. 

She is a teacher of  Alchemy, the vessel of  matter both Good and Evil transforming 
estate in jurisdictions and Order, a picture of  something that was made Divine, yet, 
Youth is Her Nature, bringing a Peace that surpasses from glory to glory, the existence 
of  a true love – One can’t deny. 

She is the central image of  Law, Justice, and World Order, just a representation of 
a few of  Her characters in individual expressions; casting the fundamental constitution 
both body and scroll, for heroes and legends, and all others are told. 

She is the shadows of her victims, the huntress of intruders, yet, a self- reflection of 
Rapturous Delight Duty; the Personal Master, Philosopher’s Angel, Initiator, and Tutor. 
She is the object and secret of  ALL that there is, in Her True Beauty. 

She is a Dual Energy that presides over Life, Exalted among the Heavens and Earth 
abound take flight; She carries the vibrations of True Life, where Liberation in Union of 
Intellect there find Supreme Mother, Cure-ALL; uniting and going apart.

Lady Liberty is Her name; as High Priestess unveiling shame, she holds a sword in 
one hand to cut out injustice, then ministering balance in hearers and doers. 

Social Justice is her interest fair-play, by social contract is given of  oneself  in regime. 
In the Halls of Justice, you find Her throne, where truth abounds only in discussion at 
Home. 

The Goal here my friend, is a Form of  light, a Volatile Spirit creative principle and 
manifestation of  power, made in this image One can’t go wrong, for what might seem 
wrong is only true likeness in Absolute. 

A Brotherly Love, which we call Life, as the aspect of soul in redemption infinity. The 
Perfect Nature I say, expression in Wisdom, handed down from generation to generation 
and self-determination. 

The fiery message is recycled again and again.


